Date: 2/01/17
Areas of
Learning
Sub area of
learning (change
every two weeks)

Monday
Closed for Bank
holiday
Tuesday
Morning
Snow and ice

Afternoon

Book of the week: ‘Elmer’s Weather.’

Class: Te’enah

Personal and
Social
Development
Making
Relationships

Communication and
Language

Physical

Literacy

Mathematics

Understanding
the world

Expressive art
and design

Listening and
Attention

Moving and
Handling

Reading
Writing

Numbers
Shape, space and
Measure

People and
communities
The world
Technology

Exploring and
using media and
materials
Being Imaginative

At circle time
welcome
everybody back
with ‘the clock
goes tick tock’
Sharing the
animals between
friends

When playing with
snow use vocabulary
from story

Make fake snow
for messy play

Read ‘Elmer’s
Weather’

Hexagon and
circle 3D shape
mirrors out on
carpet

Soft farm animals
out

Tummy time for
younger babies

Use different
coloured crayon
to draw
pictures of
Elmer the
Elephant
Story time in
small groups
throughout the
morning

Abacus toys out
on carpet

Ice blocks in
black tray
with penguins

Soft farm animals
out

Counting
Elephants from
downstairs

Water tray
with Elephants
in- ‘Splashing
in the puddles.’

Sing ‘I hear
thunder’ and ‘Rain
rain go away’

Walkers for
holder babies

Make fake snow
for messy playwith Elephants in
(from pre-school)

Wednesday
Morning:
Rain and Thunder

Story time in
small groups
throughout the
morning

Shakers at circle
time- leave out
shakers to play with
throughout the
morning

Rolling balls down
the pipes outside

Afternoon:

Sing ‘Incy,
wincy, spider.’
Use props when
doing singing
time to gain
babies attention

Banging on drums to
make thunder

Rolling big balls
to each other
outside

Read Elmer’s
Weather.’

Mirror shapes
blocks out to
build with

Show a clip of
Elmer on the
large Ipad
(get from
downstairs)

Thursday
Morning:
Sun

Read ‘Happy and
Sad’

Sing ‘The sun has
got his hat on.’

Tummy time for
younger babies

Sand tray with
brushes for
mark making

Hexagon and
circle 3D shape
mirrors out on
carpet

Electronic
toys out in
black and
white room

Walkers for
holder babies

Stamping Elephants
along a big piece of
paper on the floor
with paint on their
feet for display

Afternoon:
Singing with Sylvia
2.40 pm.

Mirror shapes
blocks out to
build with- make
faces in mirror

Friday
Morning:

Instead of ‘Tick
Tock’ sing
‘Shabbat
Shalom……’ to
our friends
Spend time in
the sensory
room with
babies

Afternoon:

Show a clip on
youtube of real
Elephants

Play peek-a-boo

Rolling balls down
the pipes outside

Wet sand with
Elephants in

Mirror shapes
blocks out to
build with

Cornflour in
messy tray

Read ‘Elmer’s
Weather.’

Foam building
blocks

Large tray with
paint to get in
and crawl
around

Counting
Elephants from
downstairs

Show a clip on
youtube of
real Elephants
on the large
Ipad (get
from
downstairs)
Sing Shabbats
song at circle
time.

Dance to music
about being hot
‘Feeling hot hot
hot.’

Painting with all
the different
colours of Elmer

Large tray with
paint to get in and
crawl around

